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A HOMOMORPHISM THEOREM FOR FINITE

GRAPHS

MICHAEL ASCHBACHER1

Abstract. A homomorphism theorem for finite graphs is established and

several group theoretical applications are derived. The proof is taken from a

lemma of B. Fischer in his paper classifying groups generated by 3-

transpositions.

In this note a graph is understood to be an ordered pair § = (fl, S) where

S2 is a finite set of vertices and & is an irreflexive, symmetric relation on fl.

Hence § is an undirected graph with no loops or multiple edges. For A in fl

denote by §(A) the collection of vertices adjacent to A in §. Set A1-

= {A) U §iA). For a C fl define

9(a) =   fl 9(A).

S(a) is regarded as a subgraph of § with adjacency induced from §. §c denotes

the complementary graph of §, with vertex set fl and distinct points adjacent

in §c if they are not adjacent in §. A homomorphism of § onto a graph 8' is a

function x from fl onto fl' such that A is adjacent to B if and only if Ax is

adjacent to Bx, for all distinct Ax and Bx in fl'.

Let T be a partition of fl. Form the factor graph <?/T with vertex set T by

joining distinct members a and B of T if some point of a is joined to some

point of B. Then the inclusion map i from fl to T induces a partial

homomorphism from § to §/T, in that A adjacent to B in § implies Ai is

adjacent to Bi in §/T. A contraction of § is a partition T ¥= {fl} of fl such that

the inclusion map is a homomorphism of § onto §/T. Partially order the set of

contractions of § by taking Tx less than T2 if each member of Tx is contained in

a member of T2. If Tx is less than T2 then T2 corresponds to a contraction of

§/Tx, so that there is a natural homomorphism of §/Tx onto §/T2. Thus the

maximal contractions are of greatest interest.

In this note it is shown that if § and §c are connected and § admits a

transitive group of automorphisms then there is a unique maximal contraction

of §, and that contraction has nice properties. This result has many applica-

tions to finite group theory, several of which are derived within. The proof is

taken from Lemma 3.1.1 of B. Fischer's paper classifying groups generated by

3-transpositions [1].

Recall that for A E fl, §iA) is the subgraph of vertices joined to A in %. §iA)c

is the complementary graph of §iA).  Let 0 be the set of all connected
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components of §(A)C as A ranges over fl. Let <& be the collection of all maximal

elements of 6 under inclusion.

A clump of § is a proper subset a of fl such that AL G a U $(a) for each

A G a. Notice that if T is a contraction of § and a G T then a is a clump of §.

Lemma 1.    Let m G <$>. Then §(tt) is a clump of§, and S(S(tt)) = it.

Proof. Maximality of it implies 77 is a connected component of %(A )c.

Lemma 2. Assume % and §c are connected, it G % A G §(tr), and B is a

clump of § containing A. Then R C §(ir).

Proof, 77 C AL C R u §(B) as B is a clump.

Since it is a connected subgraph of @c, if 77 n §(B) is nonempty then

it G §(B) and hence B C g(w). So we may take it C R. R ¥= fl and S is

connected, so there exists B G §(/?). By Lemma 1, B C BL C m U §(77-).

tt G Bso §(B) C S(w). Hence as fi is a clump, Cx C /} u g(fi) Cffu g(vr)

for each C G tt. By Lemma 1, Cx C tt U §(tt) for each C G S(w). So

77 U §(77) contains a connected component of % and hence fl = vr U §(77). But

then %c is not connected, a contradiction.

We define a collection T(§) of subsets of fl:

T(§) = {§(77): 77 G %} U ({/<}: ^ G fl -   U §(77)).
L we®        J

Lemma 3.   Assume § and §c are connected. Then T(§) is a contraction.

Proof. Lemmas 1 and 2.

Theorem 4. Let § and §c be connected with G = Aut(S) transitive on fl.

Then

(1) T(§) is the unique maximal contraction ofS.

(2) T(Q) is a system of imprimitivity for the action of G on fl.

(3) Let a G T(§). Then §(a)c and (6c(a))c are connected subgraphs of %c and

§, respectively.

Proof. (1) follows from Lemmas 2 and 3. (1) implies (2). By definition of

T(§), §(a)c is connected. Contractions of § are contractions of §c. Hence by

symmetry (@c(a))c is connected.

In the remainder of this note let G be a finite group and fl a conjugacy class

of subgroups of G generating G. Define § to be the graph with vertex set fl and

A joined to B if A =£ B and [A,B] = 1 (i.e. A and B commute). Then G acts

as a transitive group of automorphisms of §. As G is generated by and is

transitive on fl, Qc is connected.

Lemma 5. Assume § is connected and for A G fl, distinct orbits on §(A) of the

group (3(A)) generated by 6(A) commute. Let A G a G T(§) and tt = §(A)

— a. Then

(1) {77) is transitive on tt.

(2) Let A8 G tt. Then G = <77,77g>.

(3) a is a set of imprimitivity for the action of G on fl and -it is a union of

conjugates of a.
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(4) fl — (a U tt) is a connected subgraph of §.

Proof. Parts (3) and (4) are a restatement of Theorem 4 in the context of

this example. Also by Theorem 4, tt is a connected subgraph of 9C, so as

distinct orbits of (9^4)) on §iA) commute, {tt} is transitive on tt. Let T be the

set of points conjugate to A or Ag under (j,Trg'). 9(4) CaU?rCirU?rg

E r by (1). Similarly §iAg) C r. Thus T contains a connected component of

9, so as 9 is connected, (2) holds.

We conclude with an example illustrating how Lemma 5 can be used, fl is

a class of 3-transpositions of G if fl is a conjugacy class of involutions such

that \ab\ < 3 for each a, b E fl. We derive Fischer's fundamental theorem on

the permutation action of G on a class fl of 3-transpositions.

Theorem (Fischer). Let SI be a conjugacy class of 3-transpositions of a finite

group G. Assume the commutator group G' of G is simple. Then G acts by

conjugation as a rank 3 permutation group on fl.

Proof. First some remarks.

(1) 9 and 9C have edges.

(2) If a E fl, b, c E §cia), and c E 9(6) then (a,b,c) s S4.

By Glauberman's Z*-theorem 9 has an edge. As G' is simple, 9C has an edge.

(2) is well known. See for example 1.4 in [1]. Next we claim

(3) G is primitive on fl.

Assume not and let <xG be a system of imprimitivity, let b and c be distinct

points of a, and a E B = a8 ^ a. We show be lies in the kernel K of the

action of G on aG. As G' is simple, G' < K, so G" = C7'<6> acts on a, a

contradiction. So assume Rbc ^ B. Notice

(4) a is a clump.

For if a E 9(6) then (a, c) acts on a so a is not conjugate to c in (a, c) and

hence by the 3-transposition property, a E 9(c). In particular as Rbc # B, (4)

says ab and ac have order 3. If b E §ic) then by (2), {b, c) is conjugate to

[a, abc) in (a, b, c), so a*c E B, a contradiction. Thus 6c has order 3 for each c

in a - {6}. So by (4),

a C Wb = (c E fl: 9(6) = §ic)}

and as (Wj) is a system of imprimitivity we may take a = Wb. So as ab has

order 3, /J6 = iWj = Wab = Wba = (Wbf = «a. Similarly /3C = a". So /?*c

= /?, and (3) is finally established.
As the collection of connected components of 9 is a system of imprimitivity,

(1) and (3) imply 9 is connected. Now by Lemma 5, the stabilizer Ga of a E fl

is transitive on 9(a). Let 6, c E 9c(a), with 6 G §ic). By (2), bad = c, where

{d} = 9(a) n <a,6,c>. In particular by Lemma 5, part (4), <ax > < Ga is

transitive on 9c(a). So Ga has orbits (a}, §ia), and 9c(a) on fl.
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